Accessibility Guide

Updated 11/12/19 - CM

General Information
Welcome to Stone Mountain Park
We want your Stone Mountain Park visit to be fun and enjoyable. Our Accessibility Guide is a helpful resource to assist in planning
your day and making informed decisions about the various attractions, services, and amenities in our Park. If you need additional
assistance, please feel free to ask any team member. We proudly offer a wholesome, family-fun environment for our Guests, and
we are here to help Create Memories Worth Repeating™ for you and your family.
The Park Guide Map, along with the daily Entertainment Schedule is available inside the Guest Services building located in
Crossroads™ across from the Marketplace.
To maintain the park’s family atmosphere, we ask that all Guests be courteous to other visitors and team members. Please abide
by all safety information posted throughout the park, or provided by our team members.
Thank you for your consideration and enjoy your day at Stone Mountain Park.
NOTICE: The information in this guide is subject to change. Please feel free to contact a team member regarding accessibility prior to entering a
particular attraction. You may also visit Guest Services for current information on accessibility and services.
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General Information
Parking
The Following parking lots have accessible parking spaces:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin Oaks
Yellow Daisy
Crossroads
Memorial Hall
Sky Ride
Historic Square
Waterfront
Gristmill

Tickets
Accessible windows are located at all ticketing locations. Guests will be able to purchase Admissions Tickets for most attractions
and Mountain Memberships. Regular admission tickets and Mountain Memberships prices apply. (Prices are subject to change
without notice.)
Tickets and Memberships can be purchased at the following locations:
•
•
•
•

Crossroads Ticket Plaza - Window #6
Guest Services - All Counters
Great Locomotive Train Chase Adventure Golf
Sky Ride - All Windows

Guest Services
Guest Services is located in Crossroads™ at the main ticket plaza. This location provides a variety of services including this
brochure in large print, the Entertainment Schedule, and information about park amenities and services.

Accessibility
Many areas of Stone Mountain Park are accessible to our Guests with disabilities. Please ask any of our team members if you
need assistance or have any questions.

Blue Line

= Preferred Accessible route (< 5% Grade)

Yellow Line

= Accessible route (> 5.1 and < 8 % grade) ECV route

Red Line

= Not an accessible route
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First Aid
All First Aid will be provided by Stone Mountain Park’s Department of Public Safety. First aid personnel are certified EMT’s
(Emergency Medical Technicians.) If you should have a medical emergency, please contact the nearest team member, who will
notify Public Safety. You may also contact them directly at 770-413-5333 (emergency), or 770-498-5675 (non-emergency).
wheelchairs & ECV Rental
Wheelchairs and Electric Convenience Vehicles (ECV’s) can be rented on a first-come, first-served basis during full operation days
(see Attraction calendar). Wheelchairs are $10 per day plus tax, ECV’s are $34 per day with no sun protection or $44.00 with sun
protection plus tax. All wheelchairs/ECV’s must be returned to the location it was rented from before closing on non-Laser show
nights, or within 15 minutes of the conclusion of the Laser show. Wheelchair and ECV’s may be rented only by using a credit
card.
Wheelchairs and ECV’s can be rented from the Adventure Center. The Adventure Center is located in Crossroads near the Ticket
Plaza. During Snow Mountain (January and February) rentals will be located at Marketplace Gifts, which is inside Marketplace.
**Prices are subject to change without notice. Please check with a team member for all pricing updates.**

Wheelchair / EVC’s Please Note:
Guests must be 18 or older to rent an ECV in the park. All Guests using wheelchairs and ECV’s, whether personal or rented at
Stone Mountain Park, must follow all manufacturers’ operating guidelines and park rules. Stone Mountain Park also reserves the
right to deny entry to any ECV or wheelchair deemed unsafe for use in the park near other Guests. Only one person may occupy
a wheelchair at a time. The ECV can only be operated by the person who is authorized to use it. No passengers can ride with a
Guest on an ECV. No trailers of any type may be attached to ECV’s.
If walking or standing present physical challenges, we strongly recommend renting a wheelchair or ECV to navigate the Park.
Please remember that the distance between various buildings and attractions is much greater than any wait in line.
Due to the park's hilly terrain, some walkways may be more challenging to navigate for Guests using wheelchairs and ECV’s.
Please consider this information while traveling throughout the Park.

Accessible Restrooms
For our Guests' convenience, we offer ADA accessible restrooms at most locations throughout the park.
Accessible Restrooms are in the following locations:
• Crossroads
o Marketplace
o Campfire Grill – interior/exterior
▪ A family restroom stall is located inside the women’s exterior restroom.
o Dinotorium – interior/exterior
• East Side of Laser Lawn (near Sky Ride)
• Historic Square – outside of main entrance
• Sky Ride
o Lower terminal
o Top of the Mountain
• Memorial Hall - Interior and Exterior

Vision Impaired
Due to the nature and layout of our park, Stone Mountain Park recommends that anyone legally blind or who has vision
impairments enjoy the Park with a companion.
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Service Animals
Service Animals are defined by the American with Disabilities Act as dogs and miniature ponies.
Service animals are welcome in most locations throughout Stone Mountain Park. Animals must be in the owner's control and
under control at all times. Service animals must be on a harness or leash no longer than six (6) feet. Owners are responsible for
cleaning and disposing of any animal waste.
Service animals are welcome at all theaters. Designated seats and accommodations are available. Service Animals may be
restricted during times when animals are involved in shows.
Stone Mountain Park reserves the right to deny access to a service animal when safety is in question.
Please review additional attraction information in this guide to determine if you feel the attraction experience is appropriate for
your animal. Contact a team member for assistance. The park cannot be responsible for the service animal should the animal
not tolerate the attraction experience well.
To experience an attraction that does not permit service animals, the animal may be left with a responsible non-participant.
Service Animals are not permitted in any fountains, ponds, creeks, casual water, rivers or pools. Service Animals are also not
allowed in the following areas:
• Dinotorium slides
• Geyser Towers course
• Historical Square Farmyard contact yard
• Snow Mountain tubing hills (inside of tube)
• Sky Hike Complex: ropes course, Camp Highland course, Rock Walls and Air Racer

Theaters
Each theater is equipped to provide one (1) companion seat at every wheelchair / ECV space. Due to the layout and capacity of
each theater, larger groups accompanying a Guest in a wheelchair or ECV may have to sit in separate locations. Team members
are available to assist with wheelchair/ECV parking and seating.
Guests using walkers for assistance may park the walker in the theater's designated location. If a Guest cannot be separated
from his/her walker, the Guest may sit in a designated companion seat and park the walker in the adjacent wheelchair/ECV
space, if available.
Due to Georgia State Fire Codes, Guests using ECV’s or wheelchairs may not park in any theater aisle or row. Seating is limited in
all theaters and is filled on a first-come, first-serve basis.
All outdoor theaters are accessible to Guests with disabilities. All safety guidelines and fire codes for indoor theaters also apply
to outdoor venues. If you have any questions, please ask a team member.

Assisted Listening Devices:
Written Scripts are available at the 4-D Theater and the Scenic Railroad.
Memorial Hall Auditorium has closed caption on the screen for viewing. Please ask any team member for assistance before the
show begins.

Smoking or Vaping
g
Smoking, vaping and using e-Cigarettes at Stone Mountain Park is only permitted in designated smoking areas. These areas are
located throughout the Park, and are indicated on the Park Guide Map at this location by this symbol: Yellow Triangle with DSA.

Shops & Restaurants
Please ask for Assistance.

All Stone Mountain Park shops and restaurants are accessible to Guests with disabilities. Please see a team member if you need
assistance reaching items or have special dietary needs.
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Attraction Guidelines & Rules
Medical Restrictions
All Attraction Safety Information is posted at each attraction entrance so that you may make informed decisions about your
ability to safely participate. This brochure describes the attraction's movements and forces while the attraction safety signs
include medical restrictions and special safety instructions.
If in doubt, do not participate.
We also encourage you to watch the attraction or ride prior to choosing to participate.
Remember: Stone Mountain Park does not know your medical history or restrictions.

Food & Drink
You may finish food and drinks while waiting in line. However, eating or drinking while participating may be restricted. Please
refer to the attractions rider responsibly sign.

Boarding an Attraction or Ride
The entrance of all attractions are accessible. Some attractions have limited access. Companion seating will be next to the
accessible section of the attraction.

Artificial Limbs & Amputees
On some attractions, Guests who are amputees or those with artificial limbs may be unable to participate due to the inability to
remain properly restrained during the ride or attraction. Guests must securely lock or remove any prostheses before boarding
to ensure the safety of other Guests. Please refer to the Attractions Description section on pages 11 – 31.

Attraction Evacuations
Evacuations may be required in the event of mechanical difficulties or inclement weather. In the event of an evacuation, Guests
may need to maneuver/transfer across catwalks, gravel roads, dirt trails, natural areas, ice and/or descend steep steps.

Other Mobility Devices
Golf carts, Segway personal transporters, dual-seat ECVs, ECV bicycles and tricycle child carts are not allowed in attraction areas
in Stone Mountain Park.

Supervising Companion
A supervising companion is someone who is 16 years of age or older and will be responsible for guests under the age of 16 and
are able to adhere to the rider responsibilities at each attraction or ride. All Attractions either require a supervising companion
at the attraction or a supervising companion will need to ride/participate on the attraction.

Water Fountains
Wheelchair accessible water fountains are located throughout the Park, including the following indoor locations: Memorial Hall,
Summit Skyride upper and lower terminals, Marketplace and outside of Campfire Grill.
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Loose Article Policy
Most Attractions have a loose article policy. Please look at the following for the Attraction you plan on visiting:

Loose Article Level 1:
Rock Walls, Sky Hike and Air Racer
No loose articles are permitted. All loose articles must be placed in the designated storage area or left with a non-rider. Cell
phones, cameras, and video equipment are not permitted on the ride. Riders wearing headwear for religious reasons may be
asked to secure it to his/her head or shoulders, however, any heavy, large, or brimmed religious headwear is not permitted.
Stone Mountain Park is not responsible for articles that are lost, damaged or stolen.

Loose Article Level 2:
N/A at this time
All loose articles must be secured with a strap that sits across the chest during the ride. Purses and small bags secured around
the rider's shoulder or waist are permitted provided they are closed and do not interfere with the ride’s restraint(s). Cell phones,
cameras, and video equipment must be secured and may not be used during the ride. Restricted articles must be placed in the
designated storage area or left with a non-rider. Hats with brims (such as cowboy hats and boonie hats) and visors may not be
worn and must be secured or left with a non-rider. Baseball style caps may be worn provided they are worn with the bill turned
to the back of the head. Riders wearing headwear for religious reasons may be asked to secure it to his/her head or shoulders,
however, any heavy, large, or brimmed religious headwear is not permitted Stone Mountain Park is not responsible for articles
that are lost, damaged or stolen.

Loose Article Level 3:
Avalanche Alley, Bunny Slope, Camp Highland Dare Devil Plunge, Penguin Run and Tube Runners
Loose articles are permitted on the ride provided they do not interfere with the safety restraint or cause hazard to the ride, other
Guests or Team Members. Cell phones, cameras, and video equipment must be secured and may not be used during the ride.
Restricted articles must be placed in the designated storage area or with a non-rider. Hats, caps and visors may be worn. Stone
Mountain Park is not responsible for articles that are lost, damaged or stolen.

Loose Article Level 4:
4-D Theatre, Dinotorium Great Locomotive Chase Adventure Golf, Geyser Towers, Sky Ride, and the Scenic Railroad
Loose articles are permitted on the ride provided they do not interfere with the safety restraint or cause hazard to the ride, other
Guests or Team Members. Riders should maintain control of loose articles at all times or place in provided storage area on the
ride. Stone Mountain Park is not responsible for articles that are lost, damaged or stolen.
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Symbols
Access
Indicates that Guests can remain in their wheelchairs or ECV’s throughout the ride or attraction.

Indicates that Guests must transfer from a wheelchair/ ECV transfer to an attraction’s seating in order to
participate.

Indicates that Guests using an ECV must transfer from their EVC to a wheel chair in order to participate.

Indicates a maximum height restriction.

Indicates a minimum height requirement must be met in order to participate.

Indicates that a Supervising companion is required. This is a Guest who meets all of the requirements to
participate and is at least 16 years of age.

Participation
Not Recommended for Guests with Back or Neck Conditions

Not recommended for Guests with Heart conditions

Not recommended for Guests who have had recent surgery, injury and/or illness

Not recommended for Guests with High Blood Pressure

Not recommended for Guests who are Pregnant

Not recommended for Guests with slings and braces
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Ride Rating
Mild Thrill Attraction: Low speeds with expected movements and anticipated thrills.
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Attractions Description
Air Racer

Air Racer is located within the Camp Highland Outpost inside the SkyHike complex which is located right behind the main ticket
plaza at Cross roads to the left.
Description:
Inflatable obstacle course in which participants race against each other to compete for the fastest time.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The course is not wheelchair accessible. Guests must be able to stand and walk under their own power.
Height Requirement
Minimum of 44” height requirement for this attraction.
Maximum of 76” height requirement for this attraction.
Weight Requirement
250 lbs. weight requirement for this attraction.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Special Note: You must be in good physical condition. Guests with hard casts, braces or slings are not permitted onto the
attraction. Any Guests with the following conditions or any conditions that could be affected by the forces of this attraction or
prevent Guests from following all safety rules and guidelines should not participate. If in doubt, do not participate.
Additional Requirements
Socks are required in order to participate on this attraction. Socks can be purchased at the gift shop inside of SkyHike. Shoes are
not permitted.
Ability Requirements
Guests must be able to navigate Platform under own power or with the assistance from a supervising companion which meets
the rider requirements of the attraction.
Prosthetic devices are allowed as long as they do not have sharp edges or points which could puncture the attraction. The
prosthetic must remain securely attached to the Guest.

Service Animals
Service Animals are allowed inside of the Camp Highland complex, but due to the nature of the attraction, the service animals
are not allowed on Air Racer.

Amenities
Camp Highland does not have restrooms located within the complex. You can exit the complex and make a left and visit the
restrooms outside of Campfire Grill on the left.
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4D Theater

4D Theater is located in Crossroads on the right side just past the Glass Shop.
Description:
4D Theater plays a movie in digital 3D with 4D effects which may include: Fog, lights out, strobe lights, ankle ticklers, wind, air in
front and behind Guests, rain and water misters.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The viewing area for this show is indoors. Seating is first come – first serve. Accessible seating for Guests traveling in
standard/electric wheelchairs or Electric Convenience Vehicles (ECV) is available. The Theater can accommodate 4 wheelchairs
/ ECV’s. Written scripts are available upon request. See a Team Member if you need assistance. All shows are accessible and
seating for Guests using wheelchairs is available at the theater. Companion seating is available next to the Guest using a
wheelchair. Other members of the party may need to find seating nearby.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
Sensitivity to strobe lights
Sensitivity to ankle ticklers

Sensitivity to lights out
Sensitivity to fog
Sensitivity to wind, air effects Sensitivity to water effects
If in doubt, do not participate.

Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.

Ability Requirements
Guests must be able to transfer, into or out of the seats, alone or with the assistance of a member or their party. Team
Members are not trained to offer assistance during transfers.

Service Animals
Service Animals are welcome.

Additional note: Individual tickets are not available for the 4-D Theater; you must have one of the following passes: One-Day All
Attractions Pass, Mountain Membership or a Mountain Membership Plus.
Amenities
The 4D Theatre has a gift shop once you exit the movie.
Restrooms are located outside to the left of Hydrate.
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Camp Highland Outpost

The entrance to Camp Highland Outpost is located inside the SkyHike complex which is located right behind the main ticket plaza
at Crossroads to the left.
Description:
Enjoy an exciting outdoor challenge for the entire family including rock walls to climb, plus a low ropes course with three-line
bridges.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The course is not wheelchair accessible. Guests must be able to stand and walk under their own power.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Special Note: You must be in good physical condition. Guests with hard casts, braces or slings are not permitted onto the
attraction. Any Guests with the following conditions or any conditions that could be affected by the forces of this attraction or
prevent Guests from following all safety rules and guidelines should not participate. If in doubt, do not participate.
Additional Requirements
Closed toed secure shoes are required in order to participate on this attraction. Closed toe shoes can be purchased at the gift
shop inside of SkyHike.
Ability Requirements
Guests must be able to navigate Camp Highland under their own power and able to stand/walk unassisted.
Guests without limbs or who may have partial limbs may participate on the course provided they can navigate the course
under their own power.
Service Animals
Service Animals are allowed inside of the Camp Highland complex, but due to the nature of the attraction, the service animals
are not allowed onto the course.
Amenities
Camp Highland does not have restrooms located within the complex. You can exit the complex and make a left and visit the
restrooms outside of Campfire Grill on the left.
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Farmyard

Located inside of the Historic Square.
Description
At the Farmyard, Guests can pet the animals, receive information from our animal keepers to learn about animal behavior and
come to understand the role of livestock in early Georgia life.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The Farmyard is wheelchair accessible.
Medical Recommendations
N/A
Additional Requirements
Guests who have recently traveled outside the US and have recently been in contact with foreign livestock are restricted from
visiting the Farm yard.
Ability Requirements
N/A
Service Animals
Service Animals are not allowed in the contact yard, but there is a viewing area for Guests with service animal’s right inside of
the entrance gate prior to stepping into the contact yard.
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Geyser Towers

Located in Crossroad to the left of the Sky Hike.
Description:
Multiple levels of suspended rope bridges and net tunnels connect you to towering platforms that overlook the gushing geyser.
With its sporadic eruptions and multiple offshoots, you can play in the spray or stay high and dry.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The structure is not wheelchair accessible, but wheelchair users can enjoy the water play elements on the ground level.
Height Requirement
Must be taller than 32 inches tall to enter into the structure of Geyser Towers.
Guests between 32 inches and 40 inches tall must be accompanied by a supervising companion age 16 or older and meets all of
the requirements to participate on the structure of Geyser Towers.
There is not a height restriction for Guests who would like to participate on the ground level of the attraction.

Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Additional Requirements:
Participant must wear closed-toe shoes.
Ability Requirements

Guests must be able to navigate Geyser Towers under their own power and able to stand/walk unassisted.
Due to the nature of the attraction, Guests must be able to transfer alone or with the assistance of a member of their
party. Team Members are not trained to offer assistance during transfers.
The structure is not wheelchair accessible.
Ground level of Geyser Towers Complex is wheelchair accessible.

Service Animals
Service Animals are allowed on the ground level of the Attraction. Service Animals are not allowed on the Geyser Towers
structure.
Amenities
Geyser Towers does not have a restroom facility. The nearest restrooms are located at the Dinotorium or in the front of CampFire
Grill.
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Historic Square

Located behind the Stone Mountain Inn, in the Historic Square Parking lot.
Description
The Historic Square at Stone Mountain Park is a collection of original buildings from around the State of Georgia, built between
1783 and 1875. Each structure was moved from its original site and carefully restored to preserve its authenticity and historical
value. This attraction is a self-guided tour.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
Direct access to some of the historical buildings via a wheelchair is restricted by stairs.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
N/A
Ability Requirements
This is a walkthrough attraction
Service Animals
Service Animals are welcome.
Amenities
Accessible restrooms are located right outside of the entrance to the Historic Square near the shuttle stop.
There are also accessible restrooms in the rear of the Historic Square near the Farmyard entrance.
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Memorial Hall

Located between the CrossRoads and the Sky Ride complex.
Description
Memorial Hall Museum provides an intriguing chronological journey through the history of the geology, activities, wildlife and
people surrounding the Mountain.
Self-guided tour
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
Push buttons mounted in building wall open outside doors automatically.
Inside the Museum, ramps and an elevator provide access to two levels of exhibits. Exhibits include some touchable displays and
an eleven-minute captioned video. Companion seating in left, right and center section on last row of the theatre.
Guests may access the outside plaza terrace overlooking Memorial Lawn via paved ramps. Here, you may enjoy an excellent view
of the Carving while listening to an historical audio presentation (available in English, French, Spanish, German and Japanese) on
the Mountain and Carving projected from area speakers. The audio presentation is available at two locations on the terrace and
may be activated via pushbutton controls.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
N/A
Ability Requirements
This is a walkthrough attraction.
Service Animals
Service Animals are welcome.
Amenities
Memorial Hall Museum complex also includes Granite Cafe, a gift shop, and Amphitheater.
Accessible restrooms are located inside near Granite Café and outside of the Gift shop going toward the Sky Ride.
A water fountain is located near Granite Café in the hallway leading to the restrooms.
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Great Locomotive Chase Adventure Golf

Located in lower Crossroads behind the Marketplace.
Description:
Putter around on a miniature golf course based on the real-life adventures of the Great Locomotive Chase. Taking on the
perspective of the train’s original crew, you'll make your way through 18 holes in hot pursuit of the stolen General Locomotive.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The Mini golf course has 9 holes which are accessible to wheelchair users. These holes are #1 and # 2, and holes # 12 - # 18. The
ADA holes are also noted on the bottom of the score cards.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
N/A
Ability Requirements
Guests must be able to move around the course, alone or with the assistance of a member of their party.
Service Animals
Service Animals are welcome.
Amenities
There are no restrooms at the Mini Golf. The nearest restrooms are across the railroad tracks in the center of the Marketplace
building.
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Rockin’ Land and Lake Tour

Located in the center of the Crossroads parking lot.
Description
Rockin’ Land and Lake Tour is a guided, interactive journey through Stone Mountain Park. It is a high-energy, 40minute journey which begins with a tour around the park on Atlanta’s only open-top, double-decker bus. Following
the scenic land tour, guests disembark the double-decker bus and take to the water for a sightseeing cruise around
Stone Mountain Lake. Complete your journey with a rockin’ ride back aboard the double-decker bus.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
Guests, who are using a mobility device and require assistance, will need to call, 770.413.5263 EST to purchase tickets for
accommodations on the same day of your visit during the attraction’s hours of operation.
ADA accessible Double Decker bus can only accommodate one wheelchair user per trip.
Wheel chair dimensions must be less than 34” x 56” and weigh a maximum of 600 lbs. which includes the user.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Additional Notes:
Georgia Law Requires that children under 13 years old wear a U.S. Coast Guard Approved personal flotation device (PFD) when
aboard a moving vessel on Georgia waters. Rockin’ Land and Lake Tour will provide a PFD before boarding the pontoon boat.
There are enough PFD’s on board for every adult and child. If you require a PFD, please ask a team member or Tour guide, they
will be glad to assist you.
Ability Requirements
Guests must be in good physical condition to participate.
You will have to navigate steps in order to sit on the top level of the double decker bus.
Children under the age of 13 must wear a U.S. Coast Guard approved personal floatation device.
Guests must be able to transfer alone or with the assistance of a member or their party. Guests must also be able to
transfer/exit alone or with the assistance of a member of their party. Team Members are not trained to offer assistance during
transfers.
In an emergency situation, a guest must be able to reach up and pull the tab on the overhead bins to release and don a PFD. If
a guest is unable to do so, they will need to ride with a supervising companion.
Service Animals
Service animals are welcome. The service animal will need to sit in the seat next to the owner and the owner will need to control
the animal at all times during the tour.
Amenities
There are not any public restrooms at the Rockin’ Land and Lake Hut. The nearest restrooms are either at Campfire Grill inside
of Crossroads or across the street from the facility, between the Twin Oaks and Railroad Pavilions.
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Rock Wall

The entrance to the Rock Walls is located inside the SkyHike complex which is located right behind the main ticket plaza at Cross
roads to the left.
Description:
Experience a climb up one of our Rockwall’s in Camp Highland Outpost. We offer a 24ft. for the beginner or intermediate climber,
and a 40ft rock wall for the experienced climber.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The Rock Wall is not wheelchair accessible. Guests must be able to navigate the Rock Walls under their own power and able to
stand up on their own.
Height Requirements
N/A
Weight Requirement
Participants must be between 45lbs. – 250 lbs.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Special Note: You must be in good physical condition. Guests with hard casts, braces or slings are not permitted onto the
attraction. Any Guests with the following conditions or any conditions that could be affected by the forces of this attraction or
prevent Guests from following all safety rules and guidelines should not participate. If in doubt, do not participate.
Additional Requirements
Harness must fit a Guest correctly. Closed toed secure shoes are required in order to participate on this attraction. Closed toe
shoes can be purchased at the gift shop inside of SkyHike.
Ability Requirements

Rockwall’s are not wheelchair accessible.
Guests must be able to be properly secured in a 3-point harness.
Guests must be able to navigate the Rockwall(s) under their own power and able to stand/climb unassisted.
Prosthetics are allowed as long as they remain securely attached to Guest.
Guests without limbs or who may have partial limbs must be able to be properly secured in a 3-point harness.
Guests must have three (3) functioning extremities in order to participate.
Due to the nature of the attraction, Guests must be able to transfer alone or with the assistance of a member of their
party. Team Members are not trained to offer assistance during transfers.

Service Animals
Service Animals are welcome inside of the Camp Highland complex, but due to the nature of the attraction, the service animals
are not allowed onto the Rock Walls.
Amenities
Camp Highland Outpost/Sky Hike does not have restrooms located within the complex. You can exit the complex and make a left
and visit the restrooms outside of Campfire Grill on the left.
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SkyHike

Located in Cross Roads, right behind the main ticket plaza to the left.
Description:
Climb to New Heights on SkyHike®. Visit SkyHike to trek through the treetops on one of the nation’s largest family adventure
courses. No two hikes are the same! Your choices make each hike a new challenge while secured to the patented overhead
tracking system.
Explore the quarter of a mile course with your kids. Master suspended wooden bridges. Leap from one wooden slat to
another. Balance on a single rope high above the ground, or climb to the top on vertical net bridges.
You have control of your trek as you pick from a 12 ft. trail for beginners, a 24 ft. high trail for the somewhat courageous and the
super challenge trail at nearly 40 ft. in the air (four stories high), for the true daredevil in you.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The course is not wheelchair accessible, but we do have an observation area on Level 1(on the merchandise side) where an
elevator can be used to get a wheelchair user up. Please ask a Team Member for assistance.
Height Requirement
In order to participate on this attraction, Guests must be at least 44” tall.
Weight Requirement
In order to participate on this attraction, a Guest’s weight must not exceed 300 lbs. For your convenience, we have a scale located
at the beginning of the SkyHike queue line.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Special Note: You must be in good physical condition. Guests with hard casts, braces or slings are not permitted onto the
attraction. Any Guests with the aforementioned conditions or any conditions that could be affected by the forces of this
attraction or prevent Guests from following all safety rules and guidelines should not participate. If in doubt, do not participate.
Prosthetics must be secured and all equipment must fit the participant properly.

Additional Requirements
All equipment (harnesses and lanyards) must fit a Guest correctly. There could be situations where Guests meet the height and
weight requirements, but may not be able to participate because the equipment does not fit on them correctly. Closed toed
secured shoes are required in order to participate.
No loose articles are permitted. All loose articles must be placed in the designated storage area or left with a non-rider. Cell
phones, cameras, and video equipment are not permitted on the ride. Riders wearing headwear for religious reasons may be
asked to secure it to his/her head or shoulders, however, any heavy, large, or brimmed religious headwear is not permitted.
Stone Mountain Park is not responsible for articles that are lost, damaged or stolen.

Physical Requirements
Guests must be able to stand and walk under their own power.
Prosthetics are allowed, as long as they remain securely attached to the Guest and the harness fits onto the Guest correctly.
Guests without limbs or who may have partial limbs may not be able to participate on the course if the 5-point harness does not
fit on them correctly. You must have three functioning extremities in order to participate. Please visit with a Team Member.
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Service Animals
Service Animals are welcome inside of the SkyHike complex, but due to the nature of the attraction, the service animals are not
allowed onto the course.
Amenities
You can exit the complex and make a left and visit the restrooms outside of Campfire Grill on the left.
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Stone Mountain Scenic Railroad

Located in Lower Crossroads near the Marketplace, loading for the Train will be at the end of Marketplace closest to the lawn.
Description:
Climb aboard our train with a full-size locomotive from the 1940’s with open-air cars that will take you on a lively five-mile
excursion around the mountain. Marvel at beautiful views of Stone Mountain and the surrounding landscape. The train can be
boarded and unloaded from Marketplace Depot in Crossroads.
(Trip lasts 25-30 minutes. Train departs every 40-45 minutes. Please visit the attraction entrance for exact departure times.)
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
Boarding the Stone Mountain Scenic Railroad requires use of a boarding platform on the ground level followed by steps which
are attached to the train. A wheelchair lift is available as well as designated wheelchair parking inside the train with a two-point
tie-down system for up to two wheelchairs.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
The Accessible Lift has a 600 lb. weight limit.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate, if other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Physical Requirement
Seating on the Stone Mountain Railroad does not include seat belts or any form of restraint devices.
Guests must be able to sit up and hold on to ride.
Guests will need to brace themselves in the event of a sudden stop.
Note: Guests that are unable to board steps may contact a Team Member and use the lift to board and exit the train.
Service Animals
Service Animals may be accommodated on this attraction. Please see a Team Member for assistance.
Note: The Train can make loud noises when braking and using the warning horn.

Amenities
Restrooms, gift shop, restaurant and water fountains are located center of Market Place.
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Summit Skyride

Located on Robert E. Lee Blvd just passed Memorial Hall Circle.
Description:
Stone Mountain Park’s top attraction is The Summit Skyride. Enjoy a ride on the Swiss Cable car which provides a stunning view
of the Confederate Memorial Carving as it transports Guests more than 825 feet above ground to the top of Stone Mountain.
From the top, experience amazing views of the Atlanta skyline, the Appalachian Mountains and more up to 60 miles away.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The approach to the Summit Skyride base station is paved with a very slight incline. The Summit Skyride conductor will provide
a temporary ramp for boarding and exiting the Sky ride.
Height Requirement
N/A
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate, if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Physical Requirement
N/A
Service Animals
Service Animals may be accommodated on this attraction. Please speak with a Team Member for assistance.
Amenities Lower Terminal
Accessible restrooms, gift shop, restaurant and water fountains are located at lower Summit Skyride terminal.
Amenities Upper Terminal
Accessible restrooms, merchandise shop, snack bar and water fountains are located at upper Summit Skyride terminal.
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Dinotorium

Located next to the Crossroads parking lot near the Ticket Plaza.
Description:
Be prepared to be transported to a place of scientific wonder and prehistoric discovery about dinosaur care and research at
Stone Mountain Park's brand-new experience. The Dinotorium, run by mad scientist Dr. McCavius, is four levels of fun and games
that is sure to captivate you and your Rangers-in-training.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users
The first level of the Dinotorium is wheelchair accessible. The 2nd level is also accessible via an elevator. We do provide an ADA
slide on the second floor for guests. Please ask a Team Member for assistance to access the 2nd level.
Height Requirement
Guests must be at least 36” tall to participate on the ADA Slide and the 4th floor slides.
Weight Requirement
N/A
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.

Physical Requirement
On the slides which have a minimum height requirement of 36” tall, Guests must be able to participate independently.
Guests must also be able lay flat on their back, cross their arms across their chest, and cross their legs at their ankles.
Service Animals
Service animals are allowed in Dinotorium. Service animals are not allowed on the slides.
Amenities
Dinotorium has accessible restrooms inside of the building located to the right of the entrance as you enter. There is also an
accessible restroom on the exterior of Dinotorium. This is considered a family restroom and has one stall for each gender.
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SNOW MOUNTAIN November - February
Avalanche Alley

Located on the Laser Lawn at Snow Mountain.
Description:
Avalanche Alley is a multi-person snow tubing experience that plunges riders down a steep hill slipping and sliding through a 300foot run.
During Galactic Snow, lasers are used throughout the complex for an atmospheric effect.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users:
Wheelchair users will need to ask for assistance by a Snow Mountain team member. The team member and a member of
leadership will then ensure that the Guest is able to meet the participation requirements. If the Guest meets the requirements,
the Guest will then be able to participate at the attraction. The Guest will then enter the queue line at the top of the Memorial
Hall walkway on the Crossroads side of the lawn using the ADA ramp. Once at the top of the dispatch area, the Guest will need
to transfer from the wheelchair into a tube. The Guest will have to go up two steps from the loading area onto the dispatch
platform, so that they can load in a tube.
Attendants are not trained to assist in transferring Guests from a wheelchair to a tube. Guests may need a companion’s
assistance during loading and unloading.
This process will be repeated until the Guest chooses to leave the attraction or the session time expires.
Height Requirement:
Guests must be 36 inches tall to participate
Weigh Requirement:
There is not a weight requirement for this attraction.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition

Expectant Mothers
Illness

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Physical Requirement
Guests must have control of upper torso, head and neck. Guests must have the ability to hold on with at least one functioning
hand.

NOTE: Maximum of 10 participants (8 adults and 2 children) and minimum of 3 participants per tube.
Service Animals
Service animals are not permitted on this attraction.
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Bunny Slope

Located on the laser lawn at Snow Mountain.
Description:
Bunny slope is a mild single person tubing experience for smaller children.
During Galactic Snow, lasers are used throughout the complex for an atmospheric effect.

Attraction Access for wheelchair users:
Guests with wheelchairs will need to ask for assistance by a Snow Mountain team member. The team member and a member of
leadership will then ensure that the Guest is able to meet the participation requirements. If the Guest meets the requirements,
the Guest will then enter the area using the walk way off of the South Carolina terrace on the lower laser lawn. The walkway
leading to this attraction is ADA accessible. Please note that your wheelchair will need to travel on a snow surface. Once at the
top of the dispatch area at this attraction, the Guest will need to transfer from the wheelchair into a tube.
Height Requirement:
Guests must be 42 inches or less to participate.
Weight Requirement:
There is not a weight requirement for this attraction.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition
Hard/Soft casts or braces

Expectant Mothers
Illness
Slings

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Physical Requirement
Guests must have control of Upper torso, head and neck.
Guests must have the ability to hold on with one functioning hand.
Attendants are not trained to assist in transferring Guests from a wheelchair to a tube.
Guests may need a companion’s assistance during loading and unloading.
This process will be repeated until the Guest chooses to leave the attraction or the attraction closes for the day.
NOTE: One person per tube.
Service Animals
Service animals are not permitted on this ride.
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Dare Devil Plunge

Located on the laser lawn at Snow Mountain.
Description:
Dare Devil Plunge is the newest, tallest, and fastest slope. Launch from three stories high and zip through a 150-foot enclosed
tunnel of lights with fog effects in a single person or a double person snow tube.
During Galactic Snow, lasers are used throughout the complex for an atmospheric effect.

Attraction Access for wheelchair users:
Guests with wheelchairs will need to ask for assistance by a Snow Mountain team member. The team member and a member of
leadership will then ensure that the Guest is able to meet the participation requirements. If the Guest meets the requirements,
the Guest will then enter the queue line at the top of the lawn right below Memorial Hall on the Cross roads side of the lawn.
The Guest will then be able to participate at the attraction. Once at the top of the dispatch area, the Guest will need to transfer
from the wheelchair into a tube.
Attendants are not trained to assist in transferring Guests from a wheelchair to a tube.
Guests may need a companion’s assistance during loading and unloading.
This process will be repeated until the Guest chooses to leave the attraction or the session time expires.
Height Requirement:
Guests must be 48 inches tall to participate in a single or double tube.
Weight Requirement:
Guest must be 300 lbs. or less to participate for a single person tube. For a double person tube, there is a maximum of one guest
per inner tube with a maximum combined weight of 600 lbs.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition
Hard/Soft casts or braces

Expectant Mothers
Illness
Slings

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.

Physical Requirement
Guests must have control of upper torso, head and neck.
Guests must have a minimum of at least two functioning extremities to include: at least one functioning arm and sufficient lower
extremity mass to maintain proper riding position.
Additional Requirements
One person per tube.
A Guest must be able to sit down completely in the tube with their feet out in front of the tube in order to ride.
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Guests wearing a prosthetic device may ride, permitted the device does not have any exposed metal parts. Guests who choose
to remove a prosthetic device must meet all other rider requirements without the prosthetic device.
Service Animals
Service animals are not permitted on this ride.
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Penguin Run:

Located on the laser lawn at Snow Mountain.
Description:
Penguin Run is a mild single person tubing experience for those bigger kids.
During Galactic Snow, lasers are used throughout the complex for an atmospheric effect.
Attraction Access for wheelchair users:
Guests with wheelchairs will need to ask for assistance by a Snow Mountain team member. The team member and a member of
leadership will then ensure that the Guest is able to meet the participation requirements. If the Guest meets the requirements,
the Guest will then enter the area using the walk way off of the South Carolina terrace on the lower laser lawn. The walkway
leading to this attraction is ADA accessible. Please note that your wheelchair will need to travel on a snow surface. Once at the
top of the dispatch area at this attraction, the Guest will need to transfer from the wheelchair into a tube.
Attendants are not trained to assist in transferring Guests from a wheelchair to a tube.
Guests may need a companion’s assistance during loading and unloading.
This process will be repeated until the Guest chooses to leave the attraction or the attraction closes for the day.
Height Requirement:
Guests must be 54 inches or less to participate.
Weight Requirement:
There is not a weight requirement for this attraction.
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition
Hard/Soft casts or braces

Expectant Mothers
Illness
Slings

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.
Physical Requirement
Guests must have control of Upper torso, head and neck.
Guests must have the ability to hold on with one functioning hand.
Attendants are not trained to assist in transferring Guests from a wheelchair to a tube.
Guests may need a companion’s assistance during loading and unloading.
This process will be repeated until the Guest chooses to leave the attraction or the attraction closes for the day.
Additional Requirements
One person per tube.
A Guest must be able to sit down completely in the tube with their feet out in front of the tube in order to ride.
Service Animals
Service animals are not permitted on this ride.
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Tube Runners:

Located on the laser lawn at Snow Mountain.
Description:
Tube Runners is a single person and a double person snow tubing experience that propels riders slipping and sliding through a
300-foot run.
During Galactic Snow, lasers are used throughout the complex for an atmospheric effect.

Attraction Access for wheelchair users:
Guests with wheelchairs will need to ask for assistance by a Snow Mountain team member. The team member and a member of
leadership will then ensure that the Guest is able to meet the participation requirements. If the Guest meets the requirements,
the Guest will then enter the queue line at the top of the lawn right below Memorial Hall on the Cross roads side of the lawn.
The Guest will then be able to participate at the attraction. Once at the top of the dispatch area, the Guest will need to transfer
from the wheelchair into a tube.
Attendants are not trained to assist in transferring Guests from a wheelchair to a tube.
Guests may need a companion’s assistance during loading and unloading.
This process will be repeated until the Guest chooses to leave the attraction or the session time expires.
Height Requirement:
Guests must be 42 inches tall to participate in a single tube.
Guests must be 36 inches tall and must ride with a supervising companion 16 years of age or older if the participant is less than
42 inches tall.
Weight Requirement:
Guest must be 300 lbs. or less to participate
Medical Recommendations
In addition to the requirements listed under General Information, Guests with the following conditions should not participate:
High Blood Pressure
Heart Condition
Hard/Soft casts or braces

Expectant Mothers
Illness
Slings

Recent Surgery
Head, Back or Neck Injury

If in doubt, do not participate.
Do not participate if you have any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this attraction.

Physical Requirement
Guests must have control of upper torso, head and neck.
Guests must have a minimum of at least two functioning extremities to include: at least one functioning arm and sufficient lower
extremity mass to maintain proper riding position.
Additional Requirements
One person per tube.
A Guest must be able to sit down completely in the tube with their feet out in front of the tube in order to ride.
Service Animals
Service animals are not permitted on this ride.
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